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UNIT III 

SUBJECT: ADVANCED COST ACCOUNTING  

SUBJECT CODE: MCM 33                                           CLASS: II M.Com 

 

UNIT-III: Standard Costing and Variance analysis-Material, Labor and Overheads -reporting of 

variances. 

 

 

STANDARD COSTING 

Standard costing is one of the prominently used systems of cost control. It aims at 

establishing standards of performance and target costs which are to be achieved under a given 

set up working conditions. It is a pre-determined cost which determines what each product or 

service should cost under certain situation. 

Standard costing is defined as the preparation and use of standard costs, their comparison 

with actual costs and the measurement and analysis of variances to their causes and points of 

incidence. Standard costs should be obtained under efficient operations. 

It starts with an estimate of what a product should cost during a future period given 

reasonable efficiency Standard costs are established by bringing together information 

collected from various sources within the company. 

The degree of success is measured by a comparison of actual performance and standard 

performance. For example, if the standard material input for a unit of production is Rs. 500 

and the actual cost is Rs 475 then the variance of Rs. (-) 25 is the measure of performance, 

which shows that the actual performance is an improvement over the standard. 

This comparison of actual costs with standard cost will help in fixing responsibility for non-

standard performance and will focus attention on areas in which cost improvement should be 

sought by showing the source of loss and inefficiency. 

DEFINITION  

Standard Costing is a costing method that is used to compare the standard costs and revenues 

with the actual results, in order to arrive at the variances along with its causes, to inform the 

management about the deviations and take corrective measures, for its improvement. 
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The term ‘standard cost’ can be defined as the expected cost per unit of the products 

produced during a period, which is based on various factors. It aims at measuring the 

performance, controlling the deviations, inventory valuation and deciding the selling price of 

the product especially when quotations are prepared. 

The three main elements of standard cost are Direct Material Cost, Direct Labor 

Cost and Overheads. 

 

BASIC REQUIREMENTS IN THE USE OF STANDARD COSTING 

The basic requirements are the following: 

(i) The ability to establish a meaningful standard. 

(ii) A system for measuring actual quantities and costs at the same level as the standard costs 

and quantities. 

(iii) The facilities to calculate variances over time, which will allow corrective action to be 

taken. 

NEED OF STANDARD COSTING 

 Future cost estimation: Standard Costs are determined after considering all the 

possibilities that may arise in the future. It also helps in deciding whether a particular 

project is to be undertaken, by determining its profitability. 

 Performance check: Standard cost acts as targets to the cost centres which should not 

be transcended. In such a situation, these targets are helpful in checking the performance 

through comparison with the actual results. 

 Budgeting: The standard costs are used to prepare budgets, and evaluate the 

performance of the executive staff on the basis of these budgets. 

The basic objective of standard costing is to measure the differences between standard costs 

and actual costs, and analysing them to maintain the productivity of the organization. 
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PROCESS OF STANDARD COSTING 

 

 

1. Establishing Standards: First and foremost, the standards are to be set on the basis 

of management’s estimation, wherein the production engineer anticipates the cost. In 

general, while fixing the standard cost, more weight is given to the past data, the 

current plan of production and future trends. Further, the standard is fixed in both 

quantity and costs. 

2. Determination of Actual Cost: After standards are set, the actual cost for each 

element, i.e. material, labour and overheads is determined, from invoices, wage 

sheets, account books and so forth. 

3. Comparison of Actual Costs and Standard Cost: Next step to the process, is to 

compare the standard cost with the actual figures, so as to ascertain the variance. 

4. Determination of Causes: Once the comparison is done, the next step is to find out 

the reason for the variances, to take corrective actions and also to evaluate the overall 

performance. 

5. Disposition of Variances: The last step to this process is the disposition of variances 

by transferring it to the costing profit and loss account. 

Standard costing can be helpful in ascertaining the profitability of the business at any level of 

production. Further, it is also useful in practical management functions, i.e. planning and 

controlling. 

 

 

https://businessjargons.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/process-of-standard-costing.jpg
https://businessjargons.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/process-of-standard-costing.jpg
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ADVANTAGES OF STANDARD COSTING 

(i) It helps in establishing a yardstick with which the efficiency of performance is measured 

that helps to exercise control. 

(ii) It provides how the clear goal is to be achieved by providing incentive and motivation to 

work. 

(iii) It provides the management the basic information to fix selling price, transfer pricing, 

etc. 

(iv) It facilitates delegation of authority and fixation of responsibility. 

(v) It helps in achieving optimum utilisation of plant capacity. 

(vi) It provides means for cost reduction. 

(vii) Variance analysis and reporting is helpful for taking corrective measures. 

LIMITATIONS OF STANDARD COSTING 

Even though this method confers several benefits, there are certain difficulties which are 

listed below: 

(i) Application of standard costs is quite difficult in practice. 

(ii) Frequently, standards become rigid over time and do not keep pace with changes in 

conditions. 

(iii) If the standards are outdated, loose, inaccurate and unreliable, they are more harmful. 

(iv) It standards set are higher than reasonable, they act as discouraging factor. 

(v) When there are random factors, it is difficult to explain variance properly. 

(vi) Standard costing may be found to be unsuitable and costly in the case of firms dealing in 

non-standard products. 

(vii) It is difficult to distinguish between controllable and non-controllable variances. 
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(viii) Setting the standard costing are highly technical and mechanical. 

BASIS OF SETTING STANDARD COSTS 

Without standards, a company’s management has no way of knowing its overall performance. 

The standard costs are to be established by collecting all information pertaining to different 

cost functions. The main basis of setting standard costs is technical and engineering aspects. 

A major issue in standard costing is the determination of the tightness of standards which 

may range from a desire for engineering perfection to very slack practices. 

The other basis of setting standards is: 

(i) Time of use—current standard and basic standard 

(ii) Performance level—normal, ideal, expected, attainable standards, etc. 

(iii)Price level—ideal, normal, current, basic standard 

(iv) Output level—theoretical, practical, normal expected standards. 

(a) Normal Standards: 

Normal standards comprise: 

(i) Ideal Standards: 

The standards represent the maximum level of efficiency, i.e., using minimum resources to 

complete the goal without any loss of time. In control terms, it is essential for standards to 

motivate individuals towards their attainment. It is very difficult to use ideal standards. Ideal 

standards are, therefore, more likely to be set for direct material costs and usage rather than 

for direct labour or overhead costs. 

(ii) Target Standards: 

These are the standards which can be attained during a future specified budget period. These 

are a modified version of ideal standard costs. Hence a certain amount of waste is permitted. 

(b) Basic Standards: 

Basic standards are those standards which are set at their initial level. In fact, basic standards 

are not very pragmatic as they emphasize the past instead of the future. Their effectiveness is 

very little in situations of change in production methods, range of products and prices. 
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(c) Currently attainable Standards: 

Currently attainable standard costs are those costs that should be incurred currently under 

efficient operating conditions, but making allowances for normal spoilage, unavoidable idle 

time, unavoidable machine breakdown, set up time, etc. In other words, currently attainable 

standards or expected standards are the target standards minus a realistic allowance for 

normal or acceptable waste. 

TOLERANCE LIMIT 

In reality, it is rare that the costs of the firm will exactly match the set standards. 

Management cannot insist that every time the performance must match the rigid standards. 

Limits of these deviations from the set standards which are called tolerance limits. The 

deviations are of two types: Random and significant. Random deviations are those which 

arise purely due to chance and are therefore uncontrollable. Significant deviations are those 

that have assignable causes and are therefore largely subject to control of the management. 

Cost control must be based on some measure of importance of these significant deviations. 

VARIANCE ANALYSIS 

 

If variances exist, their causes have to be determined for taking the corrective actions. 

There are many causes for these variations which are listed below: 

(i) Due to union negotiations, policy decision or changing composition of work force, labour 

rates or salary levels may change. 

(ii) The product mix may change in a multi-product industry. 

(iii) The improvements in systems can bring about reduction in costs. 

(iv) Changes in productivity can alter the cost levels. 

(v) Changes in product design will change cost. 

(vi) Investment in new capital and replacement of old equipments can have immediate effects 

on both operating costs and overheads. 

(vii) Policy decisions of various kinds may affect cost levels. 
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(viii) Changes in hours of working time will have its influence on costs. 

(ix) The amount of idle hours will vary depending on the extent of lock-outs and lay-offs. 

(x) Changes in the value of money. 

If variance is significant, it signals the need for managerial investigation. An important thing 

about variances is that the causes of variance be personalised. So the variance analysis 

operates in accordance with the principles of responsibility accounting. 

COMPUTATION AND ANALYSIS OF VARIANCES 

Once the standard costs are determined, the next step is to ascertain the actual cost. Finding 

variances cannot itself lead to control. Each of these variances is analysed to know the reason 

leading to the variance. 

A detailed analysis of variances, particularly controllable variances, helps the manage-

ment to ascertain the following: 

(i) The magnitude of variation. 

(ii) Reasons for the occurrence of the variance. 

(iii) The factors responsible for it. 

(iv) The department on which the responsibility of the variance can be laid. 

(v) The corrective measure for reducing the variance. 

KINDS OF VARIANCE 

These are four kinds of variance: 

(i) Material cost variance 

(ii) Labour cost variance 

(iii) Sales variance 

(iv) Overhead variance 

They are explained as under: 

(i) Material Cost Variance: 
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Material cost variance is the difference between the standard cost of materials and actual cost 

of materials used. 

Material cost variances are analysed in terms of: 

(a) Materials price variance, 

(b) Materials usage variance, 

(c) Materials mix variance, and 

(d) Materials yield variance. 

Materials price variance is the difference between the standard prices specified and the actual 

price paid. 

Materials usage variance is the difference between the standard quantity specified and actual 

quantity used. 

Materials mix variance is that portion which is due to change in the composition of materials 

mix. Materials yield variance is the difference between the standard yields specified and the 

actual yield obtained. 

(ii) Labour Cost Variance (Direct Wage Variance): 

It is the difference between the standard direct wages specified and the actual wages paid for 

an activity. 

The labour cost variance is analysed into two separate variances: 

(a) Wage rate variance, and 

(b) Labour efficiency. Wage rate variance arises due to difference between the standard and 

actual rate of wages. Labour efficiency variance is the difference between the standard labour 

hours specified and the actual labour hours spent. 

(iii) Sales Variance: 

It is the difference between the standard cost of sales specified and actual cost of sales. 

There are four kinds of sales variances: 

(a) Mix Variance 

(b) Quantity Variance, 
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(c) Volume Variance, and 

(d) Price Variance. 

Mix Variance is due to the difference between the actual contribution of the sales mix and its 

standard contribution specified. 

Quantity Variance is due to the difference between the standard sales mix and actual sales 

mix. Volume Variance is due to the difference between expected quantity of sales and the 

actual quantity of sales. 

Price Variance is due to the difference between the actual price received and the standard 

price specified. 

(iv) Overhead Variance: 

It is the difference between the standard cost of overhead absorbed in the output achieved and 

the actual overhead cost. 

The variable overhead variances are: 

(a) Overhead expenditure variance, and 

(b) Overhead efficiency variance. 

The overhead expenditure variance is due to the difference between the standard allowance 

for the output achieved and the actual expenditure incurred. The overhead efficiency variance 

is due to the difference between the standard efficiency and the actual efficiency attained. 

STANDARD COSTING - FORMULAS 

1. Direct Material Variance 

 
 Direct Material Total Variance = Standard Cost – Actual Cost 

= [(SQ x SP) – (AQ x AP)] 
 

 Direct Material Price Variance = Actual quantity × (Standard price – Actual price) 
= AQ × (SP – AP) 

 

 Direct Material usage variance = Standard price (Standard quantity – Actual quantity) 
= SP × (SQ –AQ) 

 
Material usage variance is further sub-divided into: 
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i) Material mix variance 
ii) Material yield variance. (Or Material sub-usage variance) 

 
 

 Direct Material mix variance = (Revised standard quantity – Actual quantity) × Standard price 
= (RSQ – AQ) × SP 

 

 Direct Material yield variance = (Standard Quantity - Revised Actual Quantity) × Standard 
price 

= (SQ – RSQ) x SP 
 

 

 Material Purchase Price Variance = (Standard Cost of Actual Quantity – Actual Cost) 
= (SP – AP) x PQ 

 

2. Labour Variance 
 

 Direct Labour Total Variance = Standard Cost – Actual Cost 
= [(SH x SR) – (AH x AR)] 

 

 Direct Labour Rate Variance = Actual hour × (Standard rate – Actual rate) 
= AH × (SR – AR) 

 

 Direct Labour Idle Time variance = Standard rate per hour x Actual idle hours 
 

 Direct Labour Efficiency variance = Standard cost of standard time for actual production - 
Standard cost of actual time 
= (SH x SR) – (AH x SR) 

 

Labour efficiency variance is further sub-divided into: 
 

i) Direct Labour mix variance or Gang variance 
ii) Direct Labour yield variance 

 

 Direct Labour mix variance = (Revised standard hour – Actual hour) × Standard 
rate 

= (RSH – AH) × SR 

 

 Direct Labour yield variance = (Standard Hour - Revised Actual Hour) × Standard 
rate 

= (SH – RSH) x SR 

3. Fixed Production Overhead Variance 
 

 Fixed Overhead Total Variance = Absorbed Fixed Overheads – Actual Fixed Overheads 
 

 Fixed Overhead Expenditure Variance = Budgeted Fixed overhead - Actual Fixed Overheads 
 

 Fixed Overhead Volume Variance = Absorbed Fixed overhead - Budgeted Fixed overheads 
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 Fixed Overhead Capacity Variance = Budgeted Fixed overhead for Actual hour - Budgeted Fixed 
Overheads 

 

 Fixed Overhead Efficiency variance = Absorbed Fixed Overheads – Budgeted Fixed overhead for 
Actual hour 

 

 Fixed Overhead Calendar Variance = Possible Fixed overheads – Budgeted Fixed overheads 

 Fixed Overhead Volume Variance = Absorbed Fixed Overhead – Budgeted Fixed Overheads 
 

4. Variable Production Overhead Variance 
 

 Variable Overhead Total Variance = Standard Variable Overheads for production 

– Actual Variable Overheads 

 

 Variable Overhead Expenditure Variance = Budgeted Variable overhead for actual 
Hours - Actual Variable Overheads 

 

 Variable Overhead Efficiency variance = Standard Variable Overheads for 
Production– Budgeted Variable overhead

 for Actual hour 
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